
Открытый урок
по теме “At the Restaurant” 



At the Restaurant
Vocabulary



Exercise 3. Look on the picture from exercise 2 and 
write down English words. Then listen to the record 

and check up your answer.



Exercise 3. Look on the picture from exercise 
2 and write down English words. Then listen 

to the record and check up your answer.

 table
meal
drink

plate
spoon

  knife

teaspoon
fork

napkin
tablecloth
waiter
waitress



Exercise 4. Check out the menu and write down 
the missing expressions. 



Exercise 4. Check out the menu and write down 
the missing expressions. 

enu
tarters

oup

ain ource

ide ish

hips

essert

oft rink



Exercise 6. Connect the appropriate expressions, 
then listen to the record and check up your answers.



Exercise 6. Connect the appropriate expressions, 
then listen to the record and check up your answers.



Stages of our work:

1. Vocabulary: At the Restaurant.
2. Listening: Booking a table and choosing a meal.
3. Speaking : Ordering from a menu.
4. Grammar: The verb: to have.
5. Reading: Welcome to my restaurant!
6. Writing: Dining out – for work and pleasure!
7. Fun with English: Word games with restaurants.

At the Restaurant 



Exercise 1. Listen and repeat.



Booking a table 
and choosing a meal

Listening



Exercise 1. Listen to the three dialogues and 
match them with the pictures.



       Exercise 1. Listen to the three dialogues 
and match them with the pictures.

2 3 1



Exercise 2. Listen to the first dialogue again 
and write the missing words in the table.



Exercise 2. Listen to the first dialogue again 
and write the missing words in the table.

two

8.30 pm

Mr Walker

a table at the window



     Exercise 3. Listen to the second dialogue 
again, select and mark the correct phrase.



    Ordering from a menu
Speaking



Exercise 1. Listen to the dialogue. 
Check in the menu which dishes Jane orders.





        Exercise 2. Listen to the first dialogue again 
and complete the sentences with missing expressions.



Grammar: The verb: to have



Exercise 1. Put the verb have / has into the 
following  sentences.



Exercise 2. Put into the  sentence the phrase 
would like/’d like.



Welcome to my restaurant!
Reading



Exercise 1. Read the text about Luigi’s 
restaurant and listen to the text.



Exercise 2. Listen to the words from 
the text and learn the new words. 



Exercise 3. Answer the questions.



Dining out – for work and pleasure!
Writing



Word games with restaurants
Reading in eight directions , 

find the expression shown in the table .



Home task: by heart 
the new words and 
word combinations.



Thank you for 
the lesson.
Good Bye!


